
 

 

The Urban Taskforce represents Australia's most prominent property 
developers and equity financiers.  We provide a forum for people involved 
in the development and planning of the urban environments to engage in 
constructive dialogue with government and the community. 

 
6 February 2020 

 
The Hon Dominic Perrottet MLA 
NSW Treasurer  

GPO Box 5341 
Sydney NSW 2001  
 
Dear Treasurer  
cc. Minister Stokes 

 

I write on behalf of the members of the Urban Taskforce to raise concerns regarding 
the system of infrastructure contributions applied to property development in NSW. The 
property industry has been subject to inconsistent, unregulated and a rapidly 
increasing accumulation of taxes and charges related to the provision of State and 
Local infrastructure. We have grave concerns that the cumulative impacts of these 

levies and charges is deterring investment in the property development industry and is 
having a negative impact the jobs, investment and growth associated with the 
industry.  
 

● Rate Pegging forces Councils to fund infrastructure through Voluntary Planning 
Agreements or S.7.11 (the old S.94) development contributions. 

● The removal of the cap on local development contributions levied under section 
7.11 (formerly known as Section 94 contributions) of the Environmental Planning 
and Assessment Act 1979 

● The discontinuation of the state government’s Local Infrastructure Growth 

Scheme 

● Introduction of the ‘strata building bond’, a mandatory bond of 2% of the 
construction investment value of any strata-titled residential or mixed-use 
building over four storeys in height 

● Introduction of ‘Special Infrastructure Contributions’ for various areas 

● Introduction of affordable housing schemes by local council which introduce 
contributions and levies on development  

● Other, unconfirmed levies such as a $20,000 per dwelling contribution for the 
Parramatta Light Rail suggested by Transport Minister Andrew Constance 

● Adoption of various ‘value capture’ tax policies imposed by local councils  
● Payments associated with voluntary planning agreements.  

 
The cumulative impact of these measures has made NSW by far the State with the 
highest levies on property development in the country. 
 
Further, these levies and charges increase the cost to the end consumer, thus making 
housing affordability less and less attainable. See below a more detailed examination 

of the various issues which relate to infrastructure charges imposed on the developers 
of property and ultimately borne by home buyers.  Recommendations are numbered. 
 

● Rate Pegging 

 
The current system of local government funding does not support population growth.  
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This is particularly the case in areas that are already suffering from a hard infrastructure 
(local roads, stormwater drainage and capacity, provision for school land etc) deficit.  
This is even more often the case with soft infrastructure (community infrastructure like 
playgrounds, libraries, parks, childcare centres, community open space and facilities) 
deficits; all due to rate pegging.  
 

The current system of making submissions to IPART is inefficient and rarely produces 
results which resolve infrastructure deficits.  The Urban Taskforce believes that allowing 
voters to make decisions on the level of rates is more efficient than leaving these 
decisions to invisible, unelected, unaccountable economists at the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART). 

 
Rate pegging is an old Labor State Government imposed “political fix” that hung 
around despite the consistent objections from Councils across the State. 
 
The NSW Independent Local Government Review Panel analysed unpegged rates 
revenue in other states and found no evidence that councils would subject ratepayers 

to unreasonable increases were pegging relaxed1.  The 2009 Commonwealth review of 
Australia’s tax system found it tends to reduce overall responsiveness to ratepayers: 

 
“If local governments are to be accountable to rate payers for their 
expenditures, it follows that they should have full (or at least greater) autonomy 
over the setting of the tax rate applied to properties in their jurisdiction.”2 

 
Democratic accountability imposed by local council elections every four years provide 
a check against unjustified council rate increases in other states where rate pegging 
does not exist.  
 

Councils are now pursuing funding mechanisms outside of council rates and 
development contributions. These include value capture policies and planning 
agreements requiring developers to fund certain infrastructure or make substantial 
financial contributions to council. There are also additional costs to development 
added by other levels of government. These include:  
 

The random nature of government-imposed levies has created considerable 
uncertainty. The 2009 Federal report on tax, Australia’s future tax system: Final Report 
notes that:  
 

“Where developer charges are set in an ad hoc fashion or are subject to 
unexpected changes, they can create uncertainty around new developments. 

If charges are increased after a developer has bought land from its original 
owner, they cannot be factored into the prices previously paid for the raw land. 
In that case, the charge would lower the expected return from the 
development. In return, general uncertainty about charging is likely to 
discourage investment activity, which would reduce the overall supply of 

housing3.” 
 

 
1 Revitalising Local Government - Final Report of the NSW Independent Local Government Review Panel 
(October 2013) Independent Local Government Review Panel  
2 Commonwealth of Australia (2010), Australia’s Future Tax System: Final Report 
3 Commonwealth of Australia (2010), Australia’s Future Tax System: Final Report  

https://www.olg.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/Revitalising-Local-Government-ILGRP-Final-Report-October-2013.pdf
https://www.olg.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/Revitalising-Local-Government-ILGRP-Final-Report-October-2013.pdf
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The Report concluded that development levies were only justifiable when they 
reflected the avoidable costs of development. The report explained that:  
 

“…where infrastructure charges are poorly administered, particularly where they 
are complex or set too high, they can discourage investment in housing, which 
can lower the overall supply of housing and raise its prices4.” 

 
The removal of rate pegging would create less reliance on planning agreements and 
local development contributions for funding. These contributions result in higher house 
prices and unfairly burden first home buyers at a time when housing is particularly 
unaffordable.  

 

1. Rate pegging should be abolished. This will incentivise councils to accept 

additional growth and density and allow local government the ability to respond 

to increasing expectations for its role as a community service provider. 
 

● Local Infrastructure Growth Scheme 

 
The NSW Government’s Local Infrastructure Growth Scheme, which has been 
withdrawn in a staged process, will be abolished in June 2020. The LIGS provided 
invaluable financial support to local councils by funding the shortfall between local 

development contributions collected from developers and the actual cost of providing 
local infrastructure.  
 
This LIGS scheme complimented the capping of local development contributions 
(which were progressively increased from $20,000 to $35,000 for infill and $30,000 to 

$45,000 for greenfield dwellings). These caps helped to keep the cost of housing 
production low, improved the feasibility of development, and ensured certainty, 
consistency and transparency.  
 
The state government’s discontinuation of the LIGS means that councils must now raise 
their local development contributions rates significantly.  For example, in August 2019, 

IPART supported Council’s assertion that a levy of $106,000 per dwelling was justified 
given the shortfall infrastructure in the Schofields precinct5. This is as a direct result of the 
removal of the caps. 
 
This, combined with the removal of the cap on Local Infrastructure contributions 
threatens the feasibility of development across Sydney and NSW.  These contributions 

add to the cost of housing production and are passed onto the home buyer, 
increasing the cost of housing significantly and even making development of certain 
sites financially unfeasible.  
 
The Urban Taskforce believes that it is critical that the LIGS is restored in order to prevent 

further dramatic increases to house prices and a cap on contributions is restored. 
 

2. The Local Infrastructure Growth Scheme should be restored to cover additional 

costs above the pegged rate to prevent further dramatic increases to house 

prices. 

 
4 Commonwealth of Australia (2010), Australia’s Future Tax System: Final Report.  
5 Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal, Review of Blacktown City Council’s Contributions Plan No.24 
– Schofields Precinct, August 2019  

https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/Home/Industries/Local-Government/Reviews/Contributions-Plan/Review-of-Blacktown-City-Councils-Contributions-Plan-no-24-Schofields-Precinct
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/Home/Industries/Local-Government/Reviews/Contributions-Plan/Review-of-Blacktown-City-Councils-Contributions-Plan-no-24-Schofields-Precinct
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3. Local Infrastructure contributions should be capped at a fixed rate of $20K per 

dwelling in an in-fill development location and $30K per dwelling in greenfield 

development locations by the NSW Government. 

 

4. A register which monitors the cumulative cost of the many local and state 

government fees and charges on development should be introduced and 

maintained by NSW Treasury, to ensure that the impacts of these charges upon 

the cost of housing production is monitored closely.  

 

5. Consider a broad-based standard levy applicable across greater Sydney to fund 

large infrastructure projects. 

 

6. Introduce an indicative developer contributions calculator to the DPIE’s e-

planning system, which outlines the total local and state development 

contributions applicable on any development site.  

 

7. Require councils to provide an online, easily accessible register of development 

contributions, including how much has been collected, from whom, and where 

and when this money is spent.  
 

Some suggested principles to facilitate a fair and successful developer contributions 
scheme include:  

 

● “Don’t kill the goose…” – Fees and charges need to be considered cumulatively. 
The current regime of multiple taxes and charges threatens to undermine the 
feasibility of residential development further. It threatens the affordability of 

residential development by pushing house prices ever increasingly upward.  

 Nexus - councils should demonstrate a link between the development being 
levied and the need for the infrastructure being funded.  

● Intergenerational equity - councils should seek to ensure that the costs of 
infrastructure are not disproportionately placed on one particular generation or 

group of people, bearing in mind that many older generations benefited from 
low or non-existing infrastructure contributions, and that generally infrastructure is 
accessible and provides benefits to everyone in the community, not just those 
who funded it.  

● Equity - the cost should be proportional to the projected use of the 
development, reasonably estimated and restricted to essential works only.  

● Certainty - developers should have certainty regarding the levies payable, 
infrastructure items to be funded, indexation method and works in kind credits.  

● Financial Accountability - contributions should be allocated to the infrastructure 
to which they were collected.  

● Timeliness - infrastructure should be planned for delivery as it is indeed, either 
based on specific dates or thresholds of developments (i.e. completed 

dwellings). 

● Transparency - the methods for calculated levies should not be excessively 
complex to follow or for developers and the general public to understand. Local 
councils must report regularly on the amount of contributions collected and how 
and when these contributions are spent6.  

 
6 Robinson J and DeGruyter. C (2018) Financing infrastructure through user-pays development contributions: 
an assessment of Australian practice, Australian Planner, volume 54, no.3, pp165-176 

http://researchbank.rmit.edu.au/view/rmit:47887
http://researchbank.rmit.edu.au/view/rmit:47887
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8. DPIE or Treasury should collect and publish all data associated with Section 7.11, 

7.4 and VPA contributions plans and these be reconciled against the delivery of 

infrastructure 

 

Infrastructure contributions paid by developers are not used in an efficient and timely 
manner. There is often a significant lag between collection of contributions and 
provision of the facilities.  
 
Significant contributions associated with the Macquarie Park Precinct had been 
collected by developers in advance and not spent on the infrastructure for which it 

was collected. Further, in Parramatta LGA, Council have reported in their Annual 
Report an aggregate of unspent contributions from developers of $118 million in 2018 
and this had grown to $134 million in 20197.  
 
Over the last year, Parramatta Council has collected $28.3 million and spent only $16.4 
million, thus increasing its accumulated unspent developer funding to a total of $134 

million. This does not include payments associated with Voluntary Planning Agreements 
(VPAs). This is underspend of developer funded infrastructure is indicative of councils 
across the state and needs to be rigorously policed and penalties enforced.  
 
There is no easily reconcilable ready-reckoner for collections of section 7.4, 7.11 and 

VPA payments with the delivery of the relevant infrastructure or community facility. As a 
result there is a tendency for councils to use these funds, provided by developers, as a 
general slush fund often unrelated to the development.  
 
It is the case that councils are required to publish, in aggregate, the amount they have 
collected and how much is unspent. However, greater transparency of relating to 

each and every commitment from council to infrastructure delivery associated with 
s7.4, 7.11 and VPAs should be made available.  
 
The cumulative level of developer contributions is not clear, particularly given the 
introduction of new SICs across the State and the removal of the cap on local 
contributions in June 2020.  

 
With the removal of the cap along with the abolition of the LIGS scheme, the Urban 
Taskforce has significant concerns that these contributions will increase substantially, 
thus increasing the cost of housing and lowering housing affordability. We feel that this 
seriously threatens economic activity and housing supply in NSW.  Ongoing 

consolidated revenue support for economic investment like population growth is 
critical, even if that reduces surpluses.  I would welcome an opportunity to meet with 
you to present these arguments In more detail. 
 
Yours sincerely  

 
Tom Forrest 
Chief Executive Officer 

 
7 General Purpose Financial Statements for the Year Ending 30 June 2019, City of Parramatta Council, p 22. 


